Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Resume Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=

KCO_Kratch says:
@::In engineering pointing a disrupter at the engineer::

Host CO_Valar says:
::Sitting at the desk in the Ready Room pondering the current situation::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks to the Engineering console on the Bridge of the Cutlass:: Piester: Situation Report.  ::Looks over the engineering console, checking the ships status.  Sees that there are two other ships in the area.  Quickly scans them:: Self: Hmm.

XO_Hicks says:
::On the Bridge, sitting in the command chair::

CSO-Temal says:
::Makes final preparations on the warning buoys, calibrates them carefully so the nearby planet doesn't pick up their signals:: *CO*: Buoys ready to launch, Sir!

OPS_Kerst says:
::At OPS station, tracking incoming signal::

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Everything is fine, Sir.

CTO_Marek says:
::Configurating short-range sensors to scan the planet's surface::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Looks at the Captain::

CNS_Toni says:
::Heading for Sickbay::

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: Explain yourself!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Checking impulse system at helm control::

Host CO_Valar says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged.  Launch the buoys.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles:: EO: Thanks.  ::Continues to look over the scans of the two other ships::

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: Marek, open a channel to the Ehntagh.

MO_Endo says:
::Heads back to Sickbay to find out what that anomaly thing could do::

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Frequency open, Sir.

CNS_Toni says:
::Enters Turbolift::  Deck 3.

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: What are you doing to those engines?

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks into Sickbay ::

MO_Endo says:
::Arrives in Sickbay::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Checks telemetry from probe::

CSO-Temal says:
::Loads probe into torpedo bay two, goes through firing checks, launches the buoys::

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Could you get the Andorian logs?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Studies their condition:: Self: Interesting.  ::Looks back to the crew then back to the console. Standing next to his EO::

XO_Hicks says:
*COM* K_CO:  Captain Kratch, I must inform you that your ship has been placed under quarantine.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Stares at the Captain for a moment::

CSO-Temal says:
::Turns his attention back to the probe::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Reconfiguring conn for additional vessel control::

KCO_Kratch says:
@COM: Cutlass: I have a situation here.  I'll be with you momentarily.

CNS_Toni says:
::Enters Sickbay, walks over toward CMO::

MO_Endo says:
::Waits for information from the probe::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks to Hicks:: XO: I was busy with the computer.  I’ve completed the repairs. They were minor.  What’s happening?

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: We would need the command codes to retrieve the logs from here.

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks over at the CNS::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: We are receiving data from the probe.

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: See what you've done?  You've made our allies mad at us.  You've dishonored this ship!

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Crosses his arms:: Captain, would a true warrior fight with a disruptor?  That is honor less! ::Gestures to two Mek’Leths, which have mysteriously appeared nearby::

CSO-Temal says:
::Receives incoming data:: XO: We're getting our first data from the probe now, Sir.

XO_Hicks says:
CEO: Stand by.

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: We must figure out how to get those codes.

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: Anything interesting?

CNS_Toni says:
CMO: The CO asked me to give you hand finding information on this infection on the Andorian vessel.  What can I do?

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: Where did those come from?  Don't you know bat'leths are forbidden near the engines?

CEO_Corjet says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Pulls out his Engineering PADD and looks over some data::

CTO_Marek says:
::The first scan results are incoming::

CSO-Temal says:
XO: Not yet, Sir but we still have crewmembers to scan and logs to download.

CMO_Tae says:
CNS:  Nothing right now.  We're waiting for the information from the probe to come in.

Host CO_Valar says:
*XO*: Hicks, please report to the Ready Room and bring Kerst, Zal and Corjet with you.

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: Sir, if could get the command codes for the Andorian freighter, we could download it's logs and remote pilot it out of this system.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Listens to the others on the Bridge::

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: Keep me posted.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Smiles slightly as he walks over and picks up one of the Mek'Leths (smaller weapons than Bat'leths) and holds it in his hands:: Sturdy weapons, quite quick... quite deadly...


CSO-Temal says:
XO: Aye, Sir ::Performs active scans of the crewmembers::

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: I said, “Explain yourself!”

EO_Piester says:
::Goes over plans to reroute tractor beam power if needed later on::

MO_Endo says:
::Sits down at a console and begins looking at the sensor sweeps conducted earlier for any subspace anomaly::

KCO_Kratch says:
@::Waits for the KCEO to move away from the mek'leths::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Turns to look at Kratch:: Explain what about myself?

XO_Hicks says:
*CO*: On my way, Sir.  CEO/OPS/FCO: Corjet, Kerst, Zal come with me.  Temal, you have the Bridge.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to Hicks.  Walks with him to the Ready Room::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Is about to enter the Ready Room.  Stops to let the XO enter first::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Follows the XO to the Ready Room::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

CSO-Temal says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Follows XO to Ready Room::

XO_Hicks says:
::Enters the Ready Room::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Enters Ready Room::

CNS_Toni says:
::Sits at console next to MO::

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: Explain why you are messing with the engines and are bringing us closer to that planet.

XO_Hicks says:
CO:  Reporting, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over to Temal and smiles.  Then enters the Ready Room::

KCO_Kratch says:
@::Grabs a mek'leth::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Stands at attention:: CO: Corjet, reporting.

Host CO_Valar says:
::Stands and gestures to the seats:: XO/CEO/OPS/FCO: Gentlemen, please sit down.

CSO-Temal says:
::Locks down station and walks over to the command chair then continues scans::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Grins:: KCO: I know nothing of what you talk about...

XO_Hicks says:
::Sits in the first seat::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles, then takes his seat::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Takes a seat in the Ready Room::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sits and wonders what this is about::

KCO_Kratch says:
@::Twirls mek'leth::

MO_Endo says:
::Sighs:: CNS: Hello, Counselor.

Host CO_Valar says:
::Sits down behind the desk:: XO/CEO/OPS/FCO: Gentlemen: What plan have you devised to tow the two vessels?

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: Because of your actions we've violated quarantine.

CTO_Marek says:
::Starts to analyze the incoming data::

CSO-Temal says:
::Begins to download the Andorian logs while the probe continues to scan the crew, sets up a data link and begins transfer::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Looks at the XO::

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks into her office and sits down to wait for the data to come in ::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Looks over to OPS and CEO::

CNS_Toni says:
::Sighs:: MO: Hi, anything interesting coming back from the probe yet?

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: We also may have violated every law known to Klingons, like not contacting pre-warp societies.

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Do you need help with those logs?

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: There are many options, Sir, many.  For one we could extend a warp bubble around the two other ships or we could try to remote pilot them.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Grins:: KCO: Federation laws, Captain... and you know it...

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Sir, if I may?

MO_Endo says:
CNS: I'm no science officer but I know that these readings don't show anything.

MO_Endo says:
CNS: It's so frustrating even though this was my first try.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Well, Sir.  I suggest we extend a warp bubble around all three ships.  It will lighten the load and we can move on impulse.

CMO_Tae says:
::Starts going over the Andorian logs ::

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: It seems our council have adopted them too.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles and nods to Hicks::

Host CO_Valar says:
XO/CEO/OPS/FCO: Is this possible?  Will it put a strain on the Cutlass?

KCO_Kratch says:
@::Does fancy moves with the mek'leth and goes to en garde::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Yes.

Host James says:
Action:  The Klingon CO (Kratch) is thrown violently toward the warp core.

KCO_Kratch says:
@::Oof::

KCO_Kratch says:
@::Catches breath::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: I agree with Kerst.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Stands and looks at him, ignoring the moves as the Klingon is thrown onto the warp core, then moves in quickly, and rams the Mek'Leth through his stomach, "stapling" him to the warp core::

EO_Piester says:
::Looks around Bridge and then goes back to system checks::

CSO-Temal says:
*CMO*: The first data has just come in.  I'm patching it down to you now.  ::Begins sending data to Sickbay, as well as the CTO's station:: CTO: I'm sending you the sensor data.

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: It will to some degree.  I’m not sure how much though.

XO_Hicks says:
CO/OPS: At this point, what won't put a strain on the Cutlass?

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: Ugh.

KCO_Kratch says:
@::Slashes at the KCEO::

MO_Endo says:
::Looks back to the console:: CNS: Hey, wait...it appears that the anomaly would effect organic life forms, probably not in a good way.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Takes the KCO's Mek'Leth and rams it through his shoulder, attaching him to the warp core again::

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Right. Receiving it now.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: I think we should get control of the Andorian Vessel and remotely pilot it out.

OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: If we can get the command codes for the Andorian ship, we should be able to remote pilot it. Then we tow the Klingons.

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: You honor less fool!

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@KCO: If you are so concerned about your engines, Captain... you can stay with them.

Host CO_Valar says:
::Nods:: XO/CEO/OPS/FCO: And what if this plan does not succeed?  Do you have a back up plan ready?

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO*: Okay.  ::Continues reading ::

CNS_Toni says:
MO: This would mean that this anomaly could affect even more life around here?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Yes, several options.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Looks at the blood trickling out:: KCO: You have a few minutes to live... good day, Captain. <EG>

KCO_Kratch says:
@COM: Cutlass: Help!

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Turn and leaves the engineering room::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: However the rest does pose a risk to the Cutlass.

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: Well, I think that our first choice should be to try to remote pilot the ships.

KCO_Kratch says:
@COM: Cutlass: My CEO is on a murderous rage!

KCO_Kratch says:
@COM: Cutlass: He has no honor!

XO_Hicks says:
CEO: The Klingon ship is immobilized.

MO_Endo says:
CNS: I don't know it’s range but it could have done something to the Klingons and Andorians.

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Sir, we are receiving a transmission from the Enhtahg. It 's urgent

Host CO_Valar says:
::Thinks a moment:: XO/CEO/OPS/FCO: Very well, gentlemen.  We will try the warp bubble method first.

CSO-Temal says:
CTO: Let's hear it!

CTO_Marek says:
::Opens comm channels::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
XO: But we could use the Andorian tractor beam to tow out the Klingon vessel.

KCO_Kratch says:
@::Hopes to get through to the Cutlass::

Host CO_Valar says:
XO/CEO/OPS/FCO: Dismissed.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

KCO_Kratch says:
@COM: Cutlass: Can you hear me?  Stop CEO K'rud!

CTO_Marek says:
::Playing the message from the Enhtahg::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Sir, even with a warp bubble, the logistics of towing two ships with the Cutlass will be difficult at best.

Host CO_Valar says:
::Stands and follows the crew out onto the Bridge::

CNS_Toni says:
MO: Could it be possible that it may have affected something that these crews ingested?

CSO-Temal says:
*CO*: We're receiving an emergency message from the Klingons.  Apparently the Captain is being attacked!

MO_Endo says:
CNS: Very possible.

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: ::Nods:: Well, we'll do our best.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Exits the Ready Room onto the Bridge::

XO_Hicks says:
FCO: Your point is taken, but I think all three ships should be in the bubble.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Heads to the Conn::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Nods, heads to OPS station::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

KCO_Kratch says:
@COM: Cutlass: Commander..... Mitch...ell.  Can... you... hear... me?

MO_Endo says:
::Looks over the data from the Andorian ship:: CNS: Well it probably didn't drain the neural energy, these Andorians died of internal bleeding.

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: I detect some weapons ready to fire aboard the Enhtahg, Sir.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Reenters Engineering, chuckling to himself:: And how are you feeling Captain? ::Carrying a Bat'Leth::

XO_Hicks says:
::Thinks: This can't be good::

Host CO_Valar says:
*COM*: Klingon vessel:  Yes, I can hear you.

MO_Endo says:
::Looks over more data:: CNS: Now this is interesting...

CMO_Tae says:
::Goes over the logs and starts feeling slightly sick ::

XO_Hicks says:
::Leaves the Ready Room and sits to the right of the command chair::

CSO-Temal says:
::Walks back to science station::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks to the Engineering console:: EO: Could you move over a  bit? ::Smiles::

KCO_Kratch says:
@COM: Mitchell: Destroy this ship!  Stop my CEO.  He's going to destroy us all.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Takes his places at CONN::

CNS_Toni says:
MO: Did this say dismembered?

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Sorry, Sir, I didn't mean to take up so much room.  ::Blushes::

OPS_Kerst says:
::tries to get a transporter lock on the KCEO::

Host CO_Valar says:
*COM*: Klingon vessel: Please explain.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Takes the Bat'Leth, and removes the KCO's left arm::

MO_Endo says:
CNS: Yes.

KCO_Kratch says:
@Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaagggggggggggghhhhhhhh!!!!!!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles, chuckles softly:: EO: No problem.  I have some work to do.

CSO-Temal says:
*CMO*: Any results on the scans or logs?

MO_Endo says:
CNS: This is weird.

XO_Hicks says:
ALL: RED ALERT!  Arm all weapons!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Sir, we are still tractored to the Klingon vessel.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Shakes his head:: Now, now, Captain...

CTO_Marek says:
::Set red alert mode::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Starts his modifications to the warp field programs::

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Disengage tractor beam!

CNS_Toni says:
MO: Then this effect must have caused someone to do this correct?  What do you think?

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Takes his chin and shakes it:: You're a Klingon and a Commanding Officer.  Have some more stamina.

CTO_Marek says:
::Charging phasers::

TO_Corjet says:
::Enters the Bridge:: CTO: Reporting for duty, Sir.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Removes the right arm::

EO_Piester says:
::Checks all critical systems::

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: AAAAAGGGGGHHHHHHH!!!!!!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over to Piester:: EO: Check the Red Alert self diagnostics::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: I have the KCEO in a transporter lock,  Shall I beam him to our brig?

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO*:  I'm not too sure about the scans right now, but the logs ::Swallows:: have some information in them.

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: You won't succeed.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Help me with the weapons systems!

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: I'll see you on the barge!

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Aye, Sir.

MO_Endo says:
CNS: I don't remember seeing bodies do that by themselves.

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Negative.  He may be infected.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Grins with near pure evil:: KCO: Been there, done that.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Sets emergency maneuvers and waits for commands::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: To the Andorian vessel then?

TO_Corjet says:
::Walks over to CTO:: CTO: What's the problem?

KCO_Kratch says:
@KCEO: I hope you stay there.

CSO-Temal says:
*CMO*: Well, how did the Andorians die?  Are we at risk?  ::Finishes downloading logs::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: We can put him on a forcefield in the cargo bay, Sir.

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Negative.  If he isn't infected he will be if you beam him there.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Continues writing a new program for extending a subspace bubble around the Cutlass and the other ships:: Self: Hmm.  I hope it works.

CNS_Toni says:
::Looks at MO sarcastically::

EO_Piester says:
CEO: What was that, Sir?

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Negative.  I do not want them on this ship until we have completed our analysis.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: A shuttle, they're sealed and a separate environment from the ship. There won't be any contamination that way.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO*:  Yes.

MO_Endo says:
CNS: I wonder if the Andorians that died of internal bleeding committed the deed?

CNS_Toni says:
MO:  Then we should probably be looking for someone still alive on the ship, running amuck?

CTO_Marek says:
TO: I'm having some problem with the photon torpedo launcher control.  Please check it.

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: How about we remote pilot a shuttle out of the shuttle bay then beam the CO of the Klingon vessel to the shuttle?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Finishes the program.  Runs a simulation:: EO: I’m not sure.  ::Continues checking on the simulation.  Smiles as it works:: Self: This is just a simulation though.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CEO:  Make sure we have enough power for the impulse engines.

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: Yes, Sir.  ::Starts a diagnostic::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Turns and nods a goodbye to the Captain::

MO_Endo says:
CNS: I doubt anyone on that ship is alive anymore.  There's no activity on it that we can detect.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: That would be acceptable.

CSO-Temal says:
::Maneuvers the probe closer to the dead crew for better scans::

KCO_Kratch says:
@COM: Cutlass: Get me outta here!

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: Make it so.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over to the impulse panel:: FCO: We do.  I’m monitoring them.

CNS_Toni says:
MO: But aren't they still dying?

OPS_Kerst says:
CO/XO: Preparing a shuttle for remote launch, emergency start-up procedures.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Sir, I'm picking up a small vessel entering the system.

MO_Endo says:
CNS: They look pretty dead to me, Counselor.

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Identify.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Checking small ship::

CNS_Toni says:
MO: I mean on the Klingon ship.

CMO_Tae says:
::Goes back to reading the Andorian logs ::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
@::Turns around and removes the KCO's head with the bat'Leth before suddenly vanishing::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO/XO: Shuttle ready for launch, about 100 meters off our port side?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over to his EO:: EO: I want you to monitor the ship’s systems, all except for the warp systems, which I will monitor.

KCO_Kratch says:
@::Dies::

MO_Endo says:
CNS: We don't know IF they're dying over there.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Sir, it’s not in our database.  It has no warp drive.

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Aye, Sir.

CSO-Temal says:
::Locks sensors on the small vessel::

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  FCO/OPS:  When the shuttle is ready, transfer the controls to the Bridge.  I'll pilot it myself.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Scanning for its origin::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: Sir, weapons systems are running within normal parameters.

EO_Piester says:
::Takes warp systems off monitoring system::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Appears in Main Engineering of the Cutlass, tosses the bloodied Bat'Leth aside::

CNS_Toni says:
:;Sighs::

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: Shuttle is ready, I’m depressurizing shuttle bay now.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Thanks TO. Maybe it was a minimum transferring data error.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles at his EO, turns to Hicks:: XO: The warp bubble is as ready as it can be.  ::Smiles with a slight sign of concern::

XO_Hicks says:
CEO: Stand by.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: The ship has come from the planet, Sir!

OPS_Kerst says:
CEO: Did you take into account the shuttle we're now launching?

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Distance to intercept?

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: that's okay, but what's this? ::Points to the screen where something is blinking::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Walks around the warp core, touching it::

CTO_Marek says:
ALL: INTRUDER ALERT!

CSO-Temal says:
::Detects another presence::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: It’s traveling towards us at 50 km/s, Sir.

XO_Hicks says:
Computer: Transfer shuttle controls to Aux. Station 1.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs heavily:: OPS: Ahh..no.

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Location!

XO_Hicks says:
<Computer> Transfer complete.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: A Klingon officer has beamed himself into Main Engineering.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Goes back to the program, modifies it for the shuttle:: OPS: I’m on it.

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: Hicks, belay the shuttle.  We have an intruder.

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Erect level-7 security field around Main Engineering.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Sir, it will intercept with the Cutlass in 30 minutes.

CSO-Temal says:
::Scans:: CO: Confirmed, Klingon presence in Main Engineering!

OPS_Kerst says:
CEO: Sorry, we're about to launch a shuttle to beam the Klingon off his ship with out endangering us.

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Acknowledged.  Keep me posted.

CTO_Marek says:
::Setting up security fields::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  I believe it’s a Viirix vessel.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles:: OPS: Good one.  I'm almost done.

CSO-Temal says:
*CMO*: We have an intruder alert.  We may have an infection on board.  You should prepare accordingly!

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  CTO: You're with me.  Get a hand phaser.  ::Grabs a phaser::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Completes his reprogramming:: OPS: Ready, Sir.

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Report to Main Engineering but stay out of the forcefield.

MO_Endo says:
::Overhears the CSO:: CNS: Uh oh!

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Sir, we will go and intercept the intruder.

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Right, Sir! ::Grabs hand phaser::

CSO-Temal says:
::Arms himself with a phaser::

CMO_Tae says:
::Doesn't even know what exactly to prepare for::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Looks around for an exit, sees the main doors::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Walks over to the main doors to engineering::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Transferring power to internal security systems.

CSO-Temal says:
::Locks internal sensors on the Klingon, scans him for infections::

CNS_Toni says:
::Checks phaser setting then holsters phaser again::

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks out of her office and starts preparing as best she can::

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: Let’s go.  ::Leaves for the Turbolift.

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Are there any crew in Main Engineering?

MO_Endo says:
::Shakes his head:: CMO: Don't you wish they'd tell us more?  ::Unconsciously grabs a phaser::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Walks up against a forcefield, chuckles a bit at how it sizzles::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Checking.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Walks up against it again and then begins to laugh::

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  I'm not sure they have any more to tell us.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Continues hitting the force field, laughing near uncontrollably at how it fizzles::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Sir, the Viirix ship is still closing on the Cutlass.  Speed has not changed.

MO_Endo says:
CMO: If that's true, then it's a first.  ::Grins::

Host CO_Valar says:
*CMO* Doctor: Lock down Sickbay.  Do not open the doors.  We have an intruder in Main Engineering.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: The Klingon is running into the force field....repeatedly.

CNS_Toni says:
MO: You should keep an open comm-link to the Bridge all the times.

TO_Corjet says:
::Starts scanning the planet’s field of satellites surrounding the planet::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: It doesn't look like it.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over with concern for "His" Main Engineering::

MO_Endo says:
::Walks to the Jeffries tube openings and locks them out::

XO_Hicks says:
::Enters Main Engineering with CTO::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Main Engineering is clear, expect for the intruder.

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Keep your eye on that forcefield.  Do not let it go offline!

CMO_Tae says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir.  ::Goes over to the wall console ::

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Acknowledged.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to his console.  Scans Main Engineering.  ::Self: I’ve got to make sure nothings wrong.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: I would suggest a full shield back up for the forcefields around Main Engineering. 

MO_Endo says:
::Walks to a console and opens a permanent channel to the Bridge::

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: Set phaser to heavy stun.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: What about flooding Main Engineering with anestizine gas?

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

TO_Corjet says:
::Notes that the satellites are just regular radio satellites and plans on telling Marek when he gets back from Main Engineering::

CMO_Tae says:
::Locks down Sickbay::

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Notify the XO and proceed.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Sits down in a chair in engineering, laughing, biding his time::

OPS_Kerst says:
*XO*: We about to flood Main Engineering with gas.  Hold on.

XO_Hicks says:
*OPS* Acknowledged.

CSO-Temal says:
::Routes shield power and shields to Main Engineering and backs-up the forcefields::

MO_Endo says:
CNS/CMO: Now we wait

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sets controls and floods Main Engineering with gas::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Sir, The Viirix ship is sending out a radio message.

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Sir, do you think Main Engineering is okay?

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Do not respond.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Looks at the gas, takes a sniff, smiles and leans in his chair, chuckling::

TO_Corjet says:
::Sees something on the screen:: CO: Ma'am, there are low frequency audio-only messages coming from the Viirex ship, do you want to hear them?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs:: EO: I’m not sure at the moment.  I hope so! ::Sees the Klingon::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Should we listen to it?

CMO_Tae says:
::Mumbles something to herself ::

CTO_Marek says:
::Sets phaser to stun and waits for commands::

EO_Piester says:
::Looks over CEO's shoulder at image of Klingon in chair:: Self: That dirty little...

CNS_Toni says:
MO: Listening to what is happening is good, that way you don't feel like you are out of touch with the rest of the crew.

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: The Klingon in Main Engineering is sitting in ::Emphasis:: MY chair, Sir.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Whistles as the gasses swirl around him:: Ah, how these people are so hilarious...

MO_Endo says:
CMO/CNS: I'm just glad there are no patients or anyone else in here.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: For now...

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Prepare to initiate the towing plan and quickly, Lieutenant.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Runs a level-3 diagnostic on the warp core::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Yes, Sir.

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: They're flooding Main Engineering with gas, but the forcefields will keep it away from us.

EO_Piester says:
:;Runs diagnostics on tractor beam::

CEO_Corjet says:
EO: I want you to check on the internal systems.  ::Waits for the results::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CEO: Are the modifications ready?  We need to get out of here fast.

CSO-Temal says:
::Tries to establish a link-up with the Andorian ship's controls::

MO_Endo says:
CMO: I doubt anyone else will be able to come in, Kara.  We locked Sickbay down pretty well.

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Right, Sir.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Senses others coming::

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Everything is okay, Sir.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Prepares to tow the vessels::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Tries to monitor Klingon in Main Engineering::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs:: EO: Good!

CMO_Tae says:
MO: True...

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Sir, is the gas having any effect?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Sets course to leave this system::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Stands up, walks over to the warp core and accesses a main panel, shutting it down::

MO_Endo says:
::Still unconsciously holding that phaser::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: If it becomes necessary, shall I prepare to beam the Klingon into space?

CMO_Tae says:
MO: I don't think you need to be holding that.  ::Nods to the phaser::

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Negative.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Chuckles at his work, chuckling even more so at the gasses::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: I would suggest locking out all command functions in Main Engineering.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Wants to go to Main Engineering:: CO: I want to go down there.  ::Sighs, is ready to head to deck 5::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Begins locking out access to the warp core::

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Do it.

MO_Endo says:
::Notices the phaser for the first time and shrugs:: CMO: You never know, though.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Locks down the warp core access only to engineering control::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CEO: Are the modifications ready?  We need to leave.

Host CO_Valar says:
CEO: Negative.  Stand your post.

CSO-Temal says:
::Shuts down all power to the consoles in Main Engineering and locks them all out::

EO_Piester says:
::Notices warp core shutdown:: CEO: Sir, the warp core just shut down!

CSO-Temal says:
::Encrypts command functions::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs:: CO: Aye, Sir. ::Goes back to the console::

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks around Sickbay::

Host CO_Valar says:
CEO: Get the warp core back online now!

CEO_Corjet says:
FCO: They are.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: The gas is not having any affect on our guest.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Command functions sealed off from Main Engineering!

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Walks over, as a second plan and rams his fist through pipes going into the warp core causing a minor explosion and the physical shut down of the warp core::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: The Viirix ship is still closing, Sir.

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Sir, what happened?

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: What about some type of beam?  Can we emit some type of stun beam into Main Engineering?

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::Sighs heavily. Starts to panic, but controls himself.  Starts to initialize the warp core::

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: Hicks, the intruder has taken the warp core offline.

CTO_Marek says:
::Puts hand over the phaser::

Host James says:
Action:  The ship shudders violently.

CNS_Toni says:
CMO: Can you think of any special medication that can knock out that Klingon in Main Engineering?

Host CO_Valar says:
::Stumbles:: ALL: What was that?

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: No.

TO_Corjet says:
::Falls to the floor:: Self: I seem to do this a lot.

CTO_Marek says:
::Almost falls::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: We could send in a security team in environmental suits to stun the Klingon!

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* We'll have to go in.  Lower the forcefield.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Falls to the floor, laughing at the sparks and gas all around::

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Sir, are you okay?

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: All right, then.  Prepare to lower the forcefield.

CMO_Tae says:
::Grabs onto the edge of a biobed ::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Restablizes internal dampening fields::

MO_Endo says:
::Falls over onto a biobed::

CTO_Marek says:
::Raises phaser::

CNS_Toni says:
::Feels ship shaking, grabs console::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Senses someone coming::

CMO_Tae says:
CNS: I've got a feeling that this isn't your normal Klingon....

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: There was an explosion in Main Engineering.  The safeties have been activated on the warp core. We're not moving.

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: Prepare to subdue the intruder.  We are lowering the forcefield.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs:: CO: The warp core is offline! ::Slams fist on console::

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: I'm fine.  We have to detain this maniac.

EO_Piester says:
::Falls down and quickly jumps up back to the console::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: The Viiriz ship is 15 minutes from the Cutlass and is rebroadcasting their message.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
Ah, and here come the heroes!!!

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Have them at least put on suits first so they won't get infected.

CTO_Marek says:
*TO*: Report weapons status.

MO_Endo says:
::Rolls off the biobed:: CMO/CNS: If he comes in here, I'll be tempted to shoot him.

TO_Corjet says:
::Ignores the audio signal knowing she'll be told to stop bothering the CO with their messages::

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: Let's go, shoot on sight!

CNS_Toni says:
CMO: Right, you got any special concoctions you can mix up?

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Crosses his arms and stands in the open.  The gas beginning to fade out around him::

OPS_Kerst says:
*XO*: On my mark, I'll lower the fields in front of you after I have one up behind you.

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Aye, Sir!

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Disappears into the gas in engineering::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Raises forcefield behind the XO::

TO_Corjet says:
*CTO*: They are all at peak performance level, Sir.

CTO_Marek says:
::Ready to fire::

XO_Hicks says:
::Goes in and hunts for the intruder::

CMO_Tae says:
CNS: I'm not even sure what he is.  I can't do anything unless I know what he is.

CSO-Temal says:
::Guesses the XO and CTO will have to be sealed off as well::

OPS_Kerst says:
*XO*: Ready, 3...2...1...Mark!  ::Lowers force field:::

CTO_Marek says:
::Searching for the Klingon::

CMO_Tae says:
::Sees Corzi fall off the biobed:: MO: You okay?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Scans for the intruder in Main Engineering:: Self: I'll kill him!

CSO-Temal says:
::Makes sure paths are sealed up off that deck::

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Sir, please stand behind me.  We don't know what we are facing!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Commander the Viirix ship is 15 minutes from the Cutlass and is rebroadcasting their message.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Do we have remote control of the Andorian ship?

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Of course... but if another one of those happens again then I'm gonna run out of sickbay and get that... intruder

CEO_Corjet says:
::Prepares the transporter for beam out of the intruder::

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Do not respond to the messages.  How long will it take for you to set up the holoemitters to project an image to hide the three vessels?

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: I'm fine, let's find him and take him down.

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Right, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: If you can get my locks off that door.  ::Grins ::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: I'm not sure.  But there would be a chance that they would run into us.  But I'm on it, Sir.

XO_Hicks says:
::Scanning visually for the intruder::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Is extremely upset at having Main Engineering damaged::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Suddenly appears behind the XO and knocks his phaser away.  Picks him up by the back of his collar and rips into his mind itself with images of terror; the eyes of the Klingons and Andorians as they died, then tosses the XO at the CTO::

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: We'll have to take that chance. Now get to it.

MO_Endo says:
CMO: I can get my own locks off the Jeffries tube. ::Grins back::  Don't worry though, they've probably got him now.

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: Negative, the probe is running through decryption sequences as we speak to gain access to their main computer, but it could take awhile.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Uses the internal sensors to try to get a lock on the intruder:: Self: He’s going to regret this!!

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Then points at the CTO and fills his mind with images of world shattering and flooding his neural paths with feelings of pure pain::

EO_Piester says:
::Looks at his CEO and thinks: Must stay out of his way::

CTO_Marek says:
::Goes backwards and open fire on the Klingon::

MO_Endo says:
*Bridge*: Hey, did you guys get that intruder yet?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Scans for anything that isn’t Human::

Host CO_Valar says:
TO: Tasha, get down to Main Engineering and assist the XO and CTO.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Configures the holoemitters to send out a patch of space in front of the three ships.  Sends the holoimages through the external sensors::

TO_Corjet says:
CO: Yes, Ma'am.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Feels a burn in his stomach and shoulder, sees phasers impacting, shrugs and continues to fill the CTO's body with pure pain::

Host CO_Valar says:
*MO*: Negative.

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: Do we still have a transporter lock on the Klingon?

TO_Corjet says:
::Starts for Main Engineering::

XO_Hicks says:
::Flying across the room::

Host CO_Valar says:
::Moves to the tactical station::

CTO_Marek says:
::Trying to support the pain while firing his phaser again::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Walks right toward the CTO::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Heavy phaser fire in Main Engineering!

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: Shoot him, now!!!

TO_Corjet says:
::Reaches Main Engineering::

MO_Endo says:
CO: Thanks, Sir.

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: How are those holoemitters coming?

CSO-Temal says:
::Seals off the Bridge::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Projects the images of the three ships leaving this sector::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Really hopes that the CTO's phaser fire doesn't impact the warp core, he wants to have fun with these ones::

CTO_Marek says:
::Fires phaser at the Klingon::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs because he's not able to get a lock on him:: Self: He’s very lucky!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Still working on it, Sir.

CTO_Marek says:
XO: I think I hit him, Sir.

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Very well, work quickly!

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Yes, we can beam him anytime, anywhere.  I recommend back to his ship.  Then we blow it up.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::His clothing is being torn by the phaser fire, his body burned, but no terribly serious damage.  But he ignores it::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CTO_Marek says:
::Fires again::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Locks out all consoles in Main Engineering::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Initiates the holoemitters::

TO_Corjet says:
::Tries to enter Main Engineering but is stopped by the forcefield::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Walks up to the CTO, grins and picks him up by the throat.  Takes his own arm (the Klingon's) and wipes the blood that the CTO caused to come from his arm and wipes it on the CTO::  CTO: Thanks for the napkin!  ::Hurls the CTO into a bulkhead::

CTO_Marek says:
::Another direct hit on the Klingon body::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Let's beam the Klingon aboard the shuttle we launched earlier for the Klingon captain.  He'll be trapped and we can control the shuttle via the main computer!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Initiates the external sensors to start the program::

CMO_Tae says:
::Wonders what's happening in Main Engineering ::

XO_Hicks says:
::Quickly gets up and finds his phaser, set's it to kill and shoots the Klingon::

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Do we have a transporter lock on the Klingon in Main Engineering?

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Any second now... they'll get him.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Is hit by the phaser fire set on kill but does not appear to die, but then he erupts into flames::

Host James says:
Action: The Klingon CEO is vaporized.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Yes!

CSO-Temal says:
CO: The Klingon is gone!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: I'm broadcasting the images now.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: No, we just lost it.

CMO_Tae says:
::Goes slightly pale::

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: Are you all right, Marek?

Host CO_Valar says:
::Sighs relief:: *XO* Report!

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Are you all right?

CTO_Marek says:
XO: I think I could use some medical help, Sir, but I'm fine.

Host CO_Valar says:
CEO: Status of the warp core!

CMO_Tae says:
MO: The intruder is dead now.

TO_Corjet says:
*OPS*: Please lower the force field out side of Main Engineering so I can help out.  They may be wounded.

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Some of the gas starts to move to envelop the XO and CTO::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: The Viirix vessel has slowed down.  But are still on the same course.

MO_Endo says:
CMO: I guess I was right.  ::Frowns::

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: I’m on it.  I'll have the results in a few.

XO_Hicks says:
*CO*: Sir, the intruder has been neutralized.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Raises forcefield on other side of the TO:

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Do you need to lie down?

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Beam that Klingon to a shuttle and erect a level 10 forcefield around it.

CNS_Toni says:
::Raises eyebrows::

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Sorry if I had to be so drastic with the Klingon, Sir, but the situation required it.

TO_Corjet says:
::Enters Main Engineering::

XO_Hicks says:
CTO: We should both go to Sickbay.  We may have been infected.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Continues to run the program::

CMO_Tae says:
::Shakes her head:: MO: I'll be fine.

OPS_Kerst says:
*TO*: Okay, there's a new one behind you.  Lowering the one in front of you now.  ::Lowers forcefield::

K_CEO_K`Rud says:
::Gas starts to move toward the TO as well::

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Very well.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: We need to isolate the XO, CTO and TO until we can be sure they have nothing dangerous.

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: All systems are fine.  I’m checking the warp core now.  ::Pauses:: Just a second, Sir.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO:: We lost lock.  It was like he just dissolved.

XO_Hicks says:
*CO*: Sir, Marek and I should be quarantined.  We may be infected.  Beam us to a shuttle.

TO_Corjet says:
::Sees CTO Marek and XO Hicks and runs over to them:: CTO/XO: Sir's, is everything okay?  Are either of you hurt?

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Right away, Sir.  I recommend putting us into a force field in order to avoid massive infection.

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Beam the XO and CTO to another shuttle.

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: Warp core is damaged.  Offline, Sir.  ::Sighs::

XO_Hicks says:
TO: We have to get out of here.

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Sir, do we have much work ahead of us?

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Status on the holoemitters?

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Yes, Sir.  ::Locks onto the XO and CTO and beams them to shuttle::

TO_Corjet says:
::Sees CTO and XO dematerialize::

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: Transport over a variety of medical supplies as well, enough to sustain them for a while.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Please make sure all controls are disabled in that shuttle.

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: Some of the systems have been slightly damaged.  ::Looks to EO Piester:: We'll have to go down and start repairs, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
::Closes her eyes for a moment to try to clear her mind::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: They are working.  However the Viirix ship has slowed, but is still heading toward our location.

CTO_Marek says:
::Materializing in the other shuttle:: XO: But, Sir, what about you?  Are you fine, Sir?

Host CO_Valar says:
CEO: Very well.  You and Piester put on enviro suits before entering Main Engineering.

XO_Hicks says:
::Dematerializes and appears on a shuttle::

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Distance to intercept.

CNS_Toni says:
MO: What is wrong with CMO?

OPS_Kerst says:
*CMO*: We need some medical supplies to beam to a shuttle.  Please prepare a package and inform me when it is ready to transport.

K`Rud says:
::Gas starts to totally envelop the TO, entering into her mouth every time she tries to breathe, choking her::

CEO_Corjet says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Looks to Piester:: EO? Shall we?  ::Heads to the Turbolift::

Host CO_Valar says:
*TO* Were you exposed to the environment in Main Engineering?

TO_Corjet says:
::Starts to cough::

CMO_Tae says:
::Hears OPS and opens her eyes :: *OPS*:  I'm getting on that.

MO_Endo says:
::Whispers:: CNS: She's Betazoid, when she's "reading" someone and they die it's a big jolt.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Scanning now, Sir.  ::Checking the distance of the Viirix ship::

EO_Piester says:
CEO: It would be a pleasure.  ::Walks to Turbolift::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs heavily, shaking his head:: Self: How can this happen?

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Yes she was. I lowered the force field for her to enter.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: What about the Klingon vessel?  The crew probably left too fast to lock out the main computer. We can access it and use the cloaking device.

CEO_Corjet says:
Turbolift: Deck 5.

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Beam the TO to the shuttle with the others.

CNS_Toni says:
::Nods::

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: We do not know if they even have a cloaking device.

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks around Sickbay and gets some medical supplies together::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Sir, the Viirix ship is within 1000 km of the Cutlass.

TO_Corjet says:
*CO*: Yes.  ::cough, cough:: Ma'am..  There's some. ::Cough:: Gas in here.  Get me out!!  ::cough, cough::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

EO_Piester says:
::Pats CEO on the back:: CEO: Don't worry, we will have her better than ever.

CEO_Corjet says:
EO: I assume that you've had EVA suit training?

XO_Hicks says:
*CO*: Sir, I'm going to take the shuttle out of here, with your permission.

TO_Corjet says:
::Begins to lose her breath::

OPS_Kerst says:
*TO* Stand by for transport.  ::Transports TO to shuttle with the XO and CTO::

CTO_Marek says:
::Trying to suppress the pain from his throat wounds::

EO_Piester says:
CEO: Yes, Sir.  I've had the course at the academy.

XO_Hicks says:
::Sees the TO appear on the shuttle::

TO_Corjet says:
::Materializes in a shuttle and takes a deep breath, gasping for air::

CMO_Tae says:
*OPS*:  I've got some medical supplies together.  You can transport them when ready.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Sir, if the XO leaves the Cutlass they will be spotted by the Viirix.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: I recommend we leave the shuttle on remote only for now.

CTO_Marek says:
::Stares at the TO::

Host CO_Valar says:
*XO*: Negative.  We have a Viirix ship approaching our location.  We have the holoemitters masking us.  We can't risk letting you leave.

OPS_Kerst says:
*CMO* Thanks.

CEO_Corjet says:
EO: I know we will.  It’s just that this shouldn’t have happened in the first place.  I mean we were at Red Alert.  That Klingon or whatever he is shouldn’t have been able to get to Main Engineering or even aboard the ship.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Beams medical supplies to shuttle::

TO_Corjet says:
::Catches her breath:: CTO: Is there something wrong, Sir?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Exits Turbolift, walks to the locker and pulls out two EVA suits, handing one to EO Piester::

XO_Hicks says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  I'll put up the shuttles shields then.

Host CO_Valar says:
*Ship wide COM* Prepare for silent running.  No unnecessary communications.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: I could use the main deflector to make it appear like our location has some heavy granometric disturbances happening in it.  Hopefully it will persuade the ship to steer away from us.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Don't worry about me.  Attend the XO.

EO_Piester says:
::Grabs EVA suit from CEO:: CEO: Thanks, Sir.

Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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